
 
Paid __________ 

                                                               

 

RIDER SIGN-UP and RELEASE FORM 
 
You are responsible for riding in the correct class. If you have ever ridden or are riding an “A” class in ANY off-road 
series, according to the AMA Off-Road Rules, you are an “A” rider for life, at every off-road event (does not matter if it 
is a local race or a national). The only way you can drop back a class is through appeal with the AMA. 
 

RIDER #__________           CLASS:_______________ 
 
ACES club you assist/are member of: ____________________________ 

Rider's Name: ________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

City: ________________________ State: _______ Zip: ______________ 

Phone #: _________________________ Date of Birth: ____/_____/_____ 

Email:_______________________________________________________ 

AMA #: _____________________ Expiration Date: __________________ 

Bike Year: _________ Brand: ____________ Displacement: __________ 

Emergency Contact Name: ____________________ Contact Phone #: ___________________ 

 
Applies to restart format races --- LiveLaps ID: ______________________________________ 
 
Email used w/ LiveLaps (if different than above): ____________________________________ 
 

 
This is a Release and Indemnity Agreement - READ IT BEFORE SIGNING  
I hereby give up all of my rights to sue or make any claim for damages due to negligence or any other reason whatsoever against, THE 

APPALACHIAN CHAPIONSHIP ENDURO SERIES its owners, and/or workers, the promoters, sponsors, and all other persons, participants, or 

organizations conducting or connected with this event for injury to property or person I may suffer, including crippling injury or death while 

participating in the event and while upon event premises. I know the risks of danger to myself and my property while preparing for and participating 

in the event and while upon the event premises and relying upon my own judgment and ability assume all such risks of loss and hereby agree to 

reimburse all costs to those persons of organizations connected with this event for damages incurred as a result of my negligence. 

 

X Signature of participant:           Date                       

Paid:__________________
___  

Points Classes  
AA (86cc-Up)  
200 A (86cc-200cc)  
200 B (86cc-200cc)  
250 A (201cc-250cc)  
250 B (201cc-250cc)  
Open A (251cc-Up) 
Open B (251cc-Up)  
30+ A (86cc-Up)  
30+ B (86cc-Up)  
40+ A (86cc-Up)  
40+ B (86cc-Up)  
50+ A (86cc-Up)  
50+ B (86cc-Up)  
60+ A/B (86cc-Up) 
65+ A/B (86cc-Up)   
15-29 C (86cc-Up)  
30+ C (86cc-Up) 
Women’s (86cc-Up) 
Non-Points Classes  
Sportsman 
Vintage 
 


